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 VERNACULAR
LEED Certied US Building   69 kbtu/sf 
THERMAL INSULATION
AIRTIGHTNESS
WINDOWS
RENEWABLE ENERGIES
Passive: 16” thick double stud wall
US standard: 5.5” thick
Passive: 0.6 air exchanges/hour
US standard: 5-7 exchanges/hour
Solar, Geothermal, Biomass,
Wind, Hydropower
DESIGN AND ORIENTATION
South-facing windows/sunscreens
Low building surface to volume ratio
MATERIALS
Concrete thermal mass
Locally manufactured materials
Triple-glazing
Re-valuing 
Performance 
and the 
Architectural 
Skin
Data from Passivhaus Institut, U.S. Energy Information Administration, New Buildings Institute, U.S. Department of Energy, Design and Construction of High-Performance Homes
Above Pictures from Top: Deutsche Bank Towers, solarCity, KfW Building, Molkeraistrasse Building, Riedberg School
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Double-pane windows, thin walls
Passivhaus, triple-pane windows, highly insulated
NET ZERO HOME
0 kbtu/sf
50% of energy consumed in a house is due to its skin.
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PASSIVHAUS
38 kbtu/sf
STANDARD US HOME
74 kbtu/sf
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Two-story timber frame construction
Built in 1709
Hessen, Germany
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The vernacular is not simply a vestige of pre-Industrial Revolution eras, but of a practical, climate-conscious building ap-
proach that is gaining relevance due to today’s rising energy concerns. The connective dialogue between architecture and 
environment produces a responsive, locally conditioned design that cannot be standardized, aligning with buildings stan-
dards such as the Passivhaus in Germany. Like the vernacular, Passivhaus and similar performance standards utilize environ-
mental cues and intelligent building strategies rather than mechanical systems to achieve the same indoor comfort as existing 
building stock, but with less energy. By exploring European advancements in building envelopes, materials, and technologies, 
the engagement between vernacular and contemporary architecture and the relevance of past solutions to modern building 
problems becomes clear. Armed with past resources and present technological capabilities, architects are asked to re-value what 
architecture means today. Is it “modernism” or saving the planet? The boundaries of architecture and its social responsibilities must 
be redened, but in a way that integrates performance metrics as a design 
opportunity as opposed to a limitation.
